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First, a word of apology. Through
a stupid oversight an important "byline
was omitted from the fine article describing life at
Eew Hampshire Folk Dance Camp last fall. Credit should
go to a very talented young man - DICK. CASTIOHR. Sorry
Dick, it will "be a long time "before it happens again.

X
wonder how many of you caught the program on 1CBZ T7 Dec
ember 22 ? Their Ciaxisftmas Festival, 3:30-4:^0 was host
ed "by Carl de Suze and featured folk dancing "by Lithuan
ian, Polish, and Swedish young people. Familiar dances
to Hew England Folk -Festival members the Maluuas Irakowiak, and 1/ava Wadmal thrilled thousands of non-folkdancing viewers. More and more I am "becoming convinced
that New England does not need to take- a back seat f cr
anybody from anywhere when it comes. t« its ethnic folk
dance groups, and I liked to burst with, pride watching
the young dancers' performing flawLos&ly...
;V\-Jhs accolade,
too, to the instructors Mme One. Ivaska..anc£ A±el Spong"berg, not only for their excellent teaching of the figures, "but more important imparting to their pupils the
more important ingredient of spirit. and genuine love of
,
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And now r may I be included among the hundred
or so folks who have' wished you and. yours '..a VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS" AID A HAPPY AND PR-CSPSROUS" Jffl YEAR?
:
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'."Write about Japan? Why not? Everybody else does!
However, I'd like to "be a little different from the oth
ers — I was' there "but seven weeks and have no intention
Perof .being considered an authority on the country*
haps if' I'd spent less time there I could qualify. That
is about the way it works out you know - spend a vacation of. two weeks somewhere and upon returning home you
begin speaking in a good loud voice and are considered
a Qualified authority. If you don T t believe that is so,
read or listen to some of our Senators after they get
home from a junket abroad.
Our trip was sponsored in this country by the U.S.
State Department, Specialists Branch, of the Xnternatio
nal Exchange of Persons Division and the National Recreation Association.
In Japan our sponsors were the
Asahi Press, Ministry of Education, National Recreation
Association of Japan, and the many local Boards of EduWe left home April 1st and returned May 20th
cation.
and I'll try to tell you some of the things that happen
el in between those dates. Our group consisted of Michael & Mary Ann Herman of New York City; Jane Harwell of
Wisconsin; Nelda Lindsay of Texas; and myself.
....

The last ten days of March were hectic to say the

I was trying to get out an issue of. Northern
least*
Junket - and did; trying to find time to run off the
New Hampshire Foil* /Dance Gamp Syllabus - which I didnt;
keeping up to date with all incoming mail; getting the
last of my "shots at the clinic; keeping Tip a; fairly
"busy dance
schedule.
Also, to add to my worries., my
passport had not come through. Letters to. my Senator,
Representative, BRA, and Chief of the Specialists Divi
si on in the State Department started something alright,
for within "a week, after writing to them there came
word that it had "been processed and two days "before
leaving home it arrived "by air mail special, delivery.
Then^the plane reservations! The State Department insisted that I go by way of Albany, N.Y. *via Mohawk Air
lines, take an American Airliner there to Buffalo, an other to Chicago, and still another from there to San
Francis co
The idea /was excellent since from a sTr.dvel
chair in Washington, B.C.. it give's you prac- ^^
tically a straight line flight from Keene
C* Tj
to San Frandisco, but that ain't the way
-^if"
it works out. To begin with, Mohawk
^>y. ^<Uj\
has no Feene-Albany flights. A letter r fX'W^^^^i
t* Washington explaining it brought
il^lZ^^^
\ f
~ "
the reply that the schedule was due
*^\
to change April 1st, and I was" reassured that I
could f ly -Ee-3ne to Albany with no trouble at all. Another sail, -this time in person at the Mohawk office in
of
Boston elicited the scornful comment; "Well,
course Undo Sam knows all' the answers; we only fly
the planes. But I suggest that if you are planning on
a Eeene-Alhany flight, that you make it by private
plane and -not via Mohawk Airlines." He was right; it's
now September. 15"bh &nd still there is no direct SeeoeSo s I began the journey via Northeast
Albany flight.
Airlines to New York, then American to San Francisco,
which was the way I i^anted to go anyway.
1
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It had been agreed that we
would rendezvous at
the Baldwin Hotel in San Francisco, and we did that,
in time. If you recall, that was just when the midwest
was plagued by a series of tornadoes, and they changed
our flight schedule considerably. My plane landed at
San Francisco hours late because we flew several hun-

,

dreds of miles out of our normal course trying to get
around the storms, finally having t» fly directly
through one at 18,000 feet - interesting, especially
since we were eating supper at the time I Jane Harwell
was flown about as many miles north of the normal
course and didn't get to the hotel until noon next day;
Uelda Lindsay got in soon after; and the Hermans, ait«»
er being grounded most "of the night in Chicago, got to
.>.
the Baldwin just as we were going out tt supper,
I was a* the Japanese Consulate "before the doors
opened that first morning, to get my passport properly
visaed, and "by b p.,m, Jane and I were certified to enter Japan, hut Nelda, in typical manana fashion waited
until afternoon "before applying, so it was not until
if a.m, the morning of our flight to Japan, that we.
were positive about leaving as a" group,
_-^
,f^
....
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The two days in California were just what the doc
t«r ordered for it gave us a chance ts get a couple of
night's sleep, do a little last minute shopping, and
an opportunity for the five of us to have a real good
gab session about the coming trip, tfe had no more idea
than the Man in the Moon about what lay ahead of us
but the talks served a soporific purpose on our minds
and we felt a lot better because of them.

Americans are the best

gripers in the world, es^e hate the
^endless miles of red—tape that goes with every governmental operation, but let me say here and now, when
you travel at the" government's expense from one country t« another, you travel first class. The State Department will settle for nothing less, and so it was
with us.
Once we git to the International Airport in
San Francis c« we were taken in hand by the aarvelously
trained personnel of Pan-American Airlines and all of
our worries stopped as of that moment, tfe had been giv
en reserved seats in the middle of the plane right op*
peeially-Tifhen it comes to the government,

posite the entrance door, and we felt like important
dignitaries when the steward personally escorted us"
f?t>m:
the -airport lounge to the plane* .wished -us G-o4:
3peed, and told the hostesses that we were State Department employees and to s'ee that we lacked for nothThe last "bit of advice was
ing throughout the trip,superfluous, for everybody on Pan-Am gets the full
Before we were completely aware of it we
treatment.
were speeding down the runway and were up and away
right on time to the minute., 11:^0 a»m».- April 4, 195&.
.

'

Soon after take-off the hostesses demonstrate how
to put on and inflate an air jacket - a rather gruesome introduction to trans ocean flight* "but one we
heard repeated several times "before getting home. It
passengers that the
"brought the remark "by one of the
first leg of the journey would "be non-stop to Honolulu.
You think "It had "better "be non-stop, thore s nothing
"between Calif ornia and Hawaii" . At ..10,000
"but water
feet the ride is as smooth as your Boston rocker, and
daylight hours are spent in
it seems like most of the
eating. First it is lunch 9 and you have scarcely settled "back in your reclining chair when the hostesses
!

and steward walk "by with trays full of fruit; then it
is a snack; and then it is coffee or tea. As I mentioned earlier, when you travel first class, it s first
!

class in -every sense of the word,

We had throe hours in Honolulu and it was delightIt was early evening of a moonlit night and the
moment we stepped from the plane we found the air
heavy with the scent of flowers e a combination of odors ? sort of a mixture of cinnamon.* clove and something else too exotic to describe. Everyone in the air
ful.

port was wearing flowers; around the neck ."in great
strings of leis; in the ladies* hair; in the gentleA phone call to Captain Arnold, IBM.
mens lapels.
brought he and his family to the airport for an hour
of excited chit-chat ever tall glasses of fruit $m.Ge.
All too soon the impersonal voice of the flight announ
cer boomed from the loudspeaker for all continuing
passengers to "board the plane. Soon, the whole passenger list settled down for a long sleep, lulled to rest
"by the droning motors.

Wake Island, 5 a,m. Most of us roused up hef ore
coming down to land vie flew through a
thunder storm and it was a little bunipy"
Not enough
to give it a second thought "but enough, to wake us from
a sound sleep.
Coffee, muffins^ and fruit juice were
w on the house" and it
3eemed quite roiL&ntic to walk
down the road from the lunch room to the sirport chattering like a group of school childien.,, strolling into
the off-shore breeze. The sun was just rising out of
the Pacific as we took on the last lap to Tokyo,
landing,, for

r,

Somewhere between Hawaii and Wake we had crossed
the international date line; it was now tomorrow and
we had never lived today,
April 5th 195& is a day we
never saw nor never will* It seemed utterly fantastic
but it was truBo We Bel our* watches to Tokyo time; itemized the contents of oar Baggage for the Japanese
Customs; rea<d a :few chapters .in a detective story; ate
breakfast; talked; searched the endless miles of water
below us for some signs of life; ate a mid—morning
snack; read; napped; talks:*.; time stood still. It was
the longest part of our journey it seemed. Ate lunch,
and suddenly there was the coast of Japan ahead of us
and in the distance Mt Fujiyama white in the noonday
1

,

:

,

sun, gleamed above the clouds on our left. Smoothly,
swiftly, the giant ship rolled down the runway; the
landing ramp bumped softly against the plane; the door
opened and we were walking down the stairs vaguely aware that we were right on time to the minute, 12:30
noon, of a warm and cloudy day. We were in Japan.

PI
On the ground all was turmoil and confusion; news
reel cameras, press photographers, and a half dozen"
amateur photographers were snapping pictures like. madmen, and flash bulbs exploded like noiseless firecrackers.
Even the ship's crew seemed excited and posed
with us for anyone who wanted a shot. On the observation deck were hundreds of people waving and calling
to us, among them Earle Buckley of the Tokyo Y|1CA, .the ;
man responsible for our being there* Two distinguished
looking gentlemen were the first, -to greet us as we :
stepped to the ground; they were Mr r Robert Black and
Mr tfllliam DeMeyer of the Exchange of Persons Branch
of the American Embassy who led us easily .and,. without
fuss through Customs, and then upstairs to the main
lounge and the_ throng of Japanese people waiting to
-'
meet us .
•

-

-

:.

We lined up and formed sort of an unofficial receiving line and introductions flow thick and fast —
so fast and continuous that we could remember but few
names and no official titles.
I doubt if we were exHarl Buckley did the honors and we bowed,
pected to.
shook hands, and murmured polite words expressing our
We could do no more than
gratitude at meeting them.
that, and we said the same words to everyone along with
a nice smile 4 that we hoped would overcome our lack of
knowledge of the Japanese language. Throughout the introductions the photographers 9 scattered all over the
.

3

place, had themselves a field day.. At the conclusion
three sweet little girls aged about twelve came forward and presented Mary Ann, Jane and Helda each with
a huge bouquet - the first of many to come.

Leaving the airport we were given a taste of what
was to come - we were not allv^ei to ccarry a single
thing, not even my camera, which f3r a time I thought
had been stolen, 'or lost in the crowd surrounding us.
This was an jLnsultfc "to our friends for one of the inter
preters, Yanotfe-SsajL, h&A it over his shoulder, and he
reassured me ifchaifc all was well. That was the first and
last time ebtarisig the entire trip that I had the slight
est qualms SLfb®^ Xiosimg anything.
1

Ah out a
us, each car

dozea official Asahi Press cars awaited
flying the official Asahi Press flag - a
while background with a blazing red circle in one corner, '.with red stripes extending from the circle to the
outer edge of the standard. The cars were Cadilacs, no
less, and we rode, one to a car, the other seats occupied "by soaue of our newly-made Japanese friends. I
rode in the embassy car along with Messrs Black and De
Meyer. Our luggage was somewhere "behind us in another
car, and all in all, the parade must have numbered at
least a score of cars besides the official ones.
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The emliassy chauffer knew a Ljt of short cuts along narrow side streets, and my first glimpses of
Japan caught me gawking like a school boy at the small
stores lining the streets and at the mobs of people
walking along the street, iilth a flourish we drove up

I
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to the Akasaka Prince hotel; found that our reservations had 3.11 "been taken care of ahead of time, and
were conducted upstairs, to oiir rooms. I had "been given
a room that had originally "been the "bedroom of the
first owner* a Korean prince - f ©r whom the hotel was
named —and it was of ,magnif leant proportions, easily
twenty feet square, opening out onto a verandah twice
that size. Since it was the largest of the three rooms
reserved, for us,, it soon "became the central gathering
place for all of us.

freshen up and contrive a
ushered into the dining
room, where we were officially received "by members of
the Asahi Press and the Mauional Recreation Association of Japan and the Ministry of Mucation. The^/ione
at the airport had "been impromptu; this was for real.
have long since forgotten v/hat we ate, except the open
ing course of cream of mushroom soup - delicious J Oh
yes, the "beer was
equally delicious tool Each of us
wfs formally introduced and we had to respond with a
few words. This was something wo were not proparpd to
do and we wondered what kind of an impression wo made.
"barely had time to

We

cha.nge of clothes "before "being
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Was 'this the end? indeed it was not! Upstairs asmall side room and we were introduced to
our first conference. The Japanese dearly love a conference, and this was only the first of many of them.
For the first time we took off our shoes "before entering & room, sat on cushions on the floor at a low

gain to a

18
table about twelve Inches high, and drank innumerable
cups of green tea while discussing the coming tour. We
heard that we had been booked into 21 cities and that
every class would number several hundred, and right
then and there we looked sceptically at each other and
thought that it was merely polite conversation to make
us feel good* If we had but known that our average
class would number between, five and six hundred we
would probably have dropped dead!
the conference ended it was nearly
Harle
suggested that it would be nice
o'clock,
eight
and we all agreed that it
Tokyo,
to see something of
So, the six of us- piled into Ms AuSMn
would be so.

By the time

and were taken on a tour of some of the side streets
of the city, and right then I list at least ten years
of my life, and perhaps this would be as good a., time
as any to give you an inkling of what traffic is like
in Tokyo - and anywhere else in Japan for that matter.
To begin with, all traffic moves to the left,
which is frightening enough to an American. Traffic is
terrific and cars go like crazy and why a million people are not killed daily is something I T 11 never understand. Let s take a section of. your own home-town, say
a quarter mile li;sg-»,Hoiir along uhat qua rtor-mile section of thoroughfare lets send at least twenty taxie
or privately owned cars, going in each direction; at
least a dozen motorcycles, and as many bicycles. On
the sidewalks let t s send three or four hundred people
who will cross the street anywhere and at anytime with
forget to
out looking at the traffic, and we mustnH
include six or seven three-wheeled pick-up trucks. Ab«ut every fifteen minutes — if it is a main street,
!
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and it is! — we 1 !! have a dipsel„ powered streetcar,
loaded to capacity, pass down the street. Do you have
the pict-are? 1"0¥, every taxi, every privately owned
car will he "blowing its horn continuously;^ every motor
cyclist will he tooting' his horn; every "bicyclist will
have a small "brass horn- in his. mouth and will "be tootling on that; and' the street car will" l&t oioose;it T s
diesel-pbwered i^histle which is identical to the ones
used on bur passenger trains, and when that sound is
"bounced hack and forth from one building to another
you will grow hair" hwre no hair grew "before!
Svery
last one of the pedestrians '.will he shouting at the
top of his lungs - you have to in order to he heard
two feet ax-.-ai-J - this will give you some idea of what
traffic is like and what it sounds like in Japan, We
wore told that Tokyo is the noisest city in the. world,
and I do not wish to take away of the honor*-.-accruing
to it, hut when we were there, Osaka besat it "by many
As if this' were not nerve-wraclfeing enough,
decibels..
walk
across the street whenever they want
the people
to, looking neither to left or right. Driving is done
"by horn, hut for the life of me I nover saw the advantage since no one paid the slightest attention*
-

:

drove down many side streets barely wide
enough for the little Austin to negotiate without hitting the buildings on either sideband I know that
there is a permanent bulge in the floor h'.ards 6:: the
right hand side, for I was sitting beside -Carlo, and
when my eyes weren't closed to escape th© horror of
seeing a, dosen people run down, I was helping put on
the brakes as hard as I could pus hi Many times we had
to stop to allow the people to walk by, such utter did
dain do they held for any and all automobiles.
They
seemed to say:
here first, and I'll he here
"I was
long after these four-wheeled monstrosities are forgotten" J
It was wonderful and I wouldn't have missed
it for the world, oven if what hair I have
did tuun
several shades grayer before getting hack to the hotel.
We

We visited a small restaurant, and got our first
taste of a Japanese delicacy - raw fish. Ue tried tw©
kinds; white, which is ~by far the most common, and red.

s
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The first is usually carp, sometimes squid, and. I never did get to relish it to any great extent. The red
fish I could have eaten and liked. It was cut from a
"big piece that looked like 'and had the texture of rare
roast "beef, and strangely enough I thought it tasted
faintly like "beef. I never did learn what kind of fish
it was, since we
rarely met up with it.
We sat at a
counter, /where we could watch the man forming rice to
the coirrect shape In the palms of his hands, "before
folding a pJLecsse <©f fish around it. This is called nigiri-zushi % IbeHJ-eve,, scad is very popular in Tokyo, so
much S3 that im scome districts it is called Tokyozushi. The <©£'he:!r (suS'tssHers in the shop seemed surprised and pleases! est; jhaaring Buckley speak fluent Japanese, and we ®-mIM. s^s them watching us closely - when
they thougM; is?a wvrs mot noticing — to catch our reaction to the sioask 'before us. ife dipped the fish into a
tiny cup containing soy sauce into which had "been mixed a teaspoon, of white horse radish. The soy sauce replaced the use of salt and the horse radish was for ad
ded flavor — and "brother was it hot I Another place" we.
visited that night served us coffee and what seemed to
he Danish pastry, Whatever it was, it was delicious, the coffee was nice and strong too. Incidently, at no
time did we have any difficulty obtaining excellent
coffee; some ple,ces served as many as ten different
kinds, ranging from Colombian, which is the world*
best, to many kinds from Java. There was one kind call
ed Blue Mountain, which was the strongest coffee I've
ever tasted. Jane and Michael liked it., but one cupful
was' enough for me.

13

Japanese tea is a most delectable drink and we
drank gallons of green tea "before the trip was OTer.
It amused me no end to note the manner in which it was
made.
Y«u know hoe our friends in England insist on
measuring just the right amount and insisting it be
steeped just so many minutes in a pre-heated earthen
pet? Hell, this is how the Japanese do it. They take a
handful from the canister, toss it into an earthen pot
psur "boiling water over it, and serve immediately * And
if you don't \say that it is the most refreshing drink
you ever tasted, then something is the matter with you.
The tea, cups come in a wide variety of sizes "but none
of them have handles to hook. your fingers through, No
saucers either.

And speaking of dishes.
Throughout our trip we
were served meals on a wide variety of thorn in dozens
of shapes and color combinations.
The Japanese ask:
"Why must a dish always be round?" A good question inT
T. e ate
deed,
from many- shaped like leaves of trees;
from rectangular dishes with sloping sides; from eggshaped ones; diamond shaped ones; dishes ma.de to look
like lily pads, or flowers,. And "because I might be eat
ing from one shaped like a rose petal was no reason to
think that Michael, who might have "been sitting beside
me, was casting from one just like it - he might be rel
ishing his food from a dish shaped like a half moon.
But much of this can wait for future issues; I know
tha.t you aro waiting to get on with the dancing.
to be continued
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At times 11j is most amusing (?) to read various
Square Dance magazines and to nrfce letters from this
or that area* They report in superlative tones of the
goodiness* of what their Clubs are doing in the inter
est of promoting square dancing, Also, if it were not
for Magazine X they Just could not exist from month to
month; how th-riiiiled they are "because Caller Q is to
make a stop-over to cs.ll JUST for them; how all is
"milk and honey amongst the members of their own club
and associate clubs.
!

•

Then too, it is always fun (?) to read certain
editorials of the fence-straddling, mealy-mouthed editors who, with tongue in cheek make several about faces in one sentence to keep in tho good-graces of
their readers
say it is Amusing * and 'fun' because I often
wonder what would happen if these people would ever
have t» appear on the TV shew "Truth or Consequences".
I

Let *s take a rundown «f what I have observed and
hoard in the past five years of visiting 265 cities in
43 states.
In each city I have listened to the pros
and cons and, in the limited time - several days - observed the actions of callers and dancors. Then, after
leaving, kept in touch with these areas in order to
follow up what was happening at the time of my visit.

'
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In 96% of the cities I have seen NO superlative
.doings in the increasing of popularity in square dancing for the general public. I have however, Scraad
great joy among the" dwindling few on their ability toconquer certain patterns that have bean nightmare'd
up by certain of the 'false prophets' wandering aroundthe country, or by -those who wish to see their name in:
print..
The term- 1 hear so very much was T HIC-H LEVEL r
dancing for HIGH LEVEL dancers*
Then they spoke of
Beginners classes but I seldom if ever heard of OPEN
dances where it would be possible for anyone interest-c
ed to go to a square dance just for the absolute enj^y
ment of recreating with others. Yes, I have heardo:;."sf
so called 'open* dances where, IE you were a memberrof
ANOTHER club you would be welcomed upon supplying cer
tain credentials. Eor the vast number of HIGH levelers
to think of a neophyte attending one of their dances
would be heresy - how vedy^ vedy dreadful my deahj
'

.

,

T

-A,

WW
think of the value (?) of certain magazines aiding the clubs, I shudder. Most of the magazines get away with unholy murder. Many times in metro
politan areas I have paused to listen to sidewalk
pitchmen - supposedly the finest in the business. They
just conldn T t hold a candle to some of our HUCKSTER ed
(You may wonder why I am using one of the
itors.
square dance magazines to tell this woeful tale*. I
chose NORTHERN JUNTET because it is one of the few magazines whose editor not only fights the good fight for
"When I

.
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sqrare dancing, hut alsi because he investigates those
who send in articles, and visits the areas himself t«
make 'sure it is true.) N9w, -let r s go on. One Magazine,
that uses every huckster method known, does more to
HARM square dancing than to help it. It is never published without ten or more dances (?) that Serve to
confuse and .frustrate the readers. By the time they
have done mental gymnastics to get through two «r
three dances, FRIST C, ->ux; comes the next issue • Season
for so many dances? It gives his readers an opportunity of getting their name in print, so that their
friends can see it, JSaoe" it matter to the editor that
only a math major can work- it out? Of course not. His
circulation tc M£33S A BITOT:* A pitchman
job. is to get
selling this kind of junk must f-lways he on the lockout for the police. Ye editor' However:, gets "by becanse
no law. has ever been set up for what appears in s. magmas ine with the exception of filth articles. Couched in
flowery English they could even get away with this.
;

After listening to so-called 'name* callers I won
der what type of square dancer wo have today?
in the
many years I have been connected with this activity I
have found that the RSAL square dancer loves and respects his OWJ caller over any Tom, Dick, or Harry from
outside. To them H20 is the best caller in the country.
They knox* what ho is going t3 call and HOW he is gfing
to call it, They dance to him in total relaxation and
are never sc contused that they walk off the floor in
absolute frustration. Unless Caller Q, leaves the HIGH
level dancer in confusion and frustration the High lev
not sat is f led
He actually beli eves that
el... dancer is
this is important and that he must accept a challenge.
He is told by said caller. -that unless square daucers
accent all of HIS materjal, that square dancing will
die,.
wonder hew square dancing continued to
I often
live through the past hundred and fifty years before
these people came int3 existence.
=,

"Milk and Honey in clubs? That, to
laughable statement sf AM" year. By and
s« much friction among the membership
year or two the club either folds or is

me is the nmst
large there is
that after a
broken up int«

7
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two or three clubs, and then they all fold due to continued friction. Milk and Honey -among associated clubs?
Who is kidding whom? In visiting around the country
and through my grapevine* all I hear is this or that
club sanding its. members out to STEAL dancers from the
others. Instead of welcoming new '-people, and going out
r
after them, they would rathe r"do*"the../ .former so they
can continue, their mad "dash to- nowhere*.t

Callers per se. There- are today three
types of callers. I call then*. HONEST, DIS-"
^ /'
HONEST"", and HOBBY. Let*s take 'em one by
one.~ (a) The club caller. Usually we f ind f-^-A^T^]
25% of the members able to call two,
jj$$'ir^S
three or four calls . They do it for
their own fun, the enjoyment of the
membership. Some are good,, some (?).
They listen to a record, memorise the
calls, flip it over and away they go.
If they make a. mistake -the floor howls
with laughter and all haye a grand time.
HE is an HONEST caller, (b) The so-called
—z:::i
HOBBY caller. He is £he guy who glues his
"f
ear to e. record, memorizes- it like a parrot, and then
go^s out and charges for his services. He never studies a call to see if it CAN work out. He never opens a
book to LEAR1J how to teach. In fact, "in teaching he sirs
ply talks the same words- of- the call, and if; fie: is interrupted, must go hack to the beginning, because
he
cannot teach a figure by itself. Listening to him you
have the impression that the caller vho recorded
the
stand.
This guy even steals the callers
call is on the
diction and intonation, and if he ever sees him in per
son will even roh his mannerisms. Listening to him cry
about all the money he has invested in amphlifier and
records, you. would actually think he was losing money
on the entire deal. Actually, the vast majority are ma
king more money with JQfp less- effort then they a,re in
Put
tfceir own vocations,. HE is the DISHONEST caller.
him in front of a live orchestra and he is a dead dog.
Sorry to use the word "dcg n . I like them, I can think
of several other words s but xtfhy go into it further.
(c) The commercial, or professional caller. This is the

V/
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caller who is. so looked down on "by the HIGH levelers.
He is the one who studies his "business from .absolve
"basics. The caller who can take any size group, measure them up in the first Set, and then give them the
evening of their lives. He can call squares, contras,
lancers, waltz quadrilles, progressive circle dances,
and teach each figure at AFT place in the dance, so sim
ply that a raw "beginner will understand it. _Hei is at
home with live music or recordings; never fills up his
mouth so full Jtf -words that he cannot accentuate
the
directive jeaOs cmesr the fill-in lines; and charges a
price commeaasstiaaTaike -adAHi the jofr- HE is an HOLIEST taller

To f insula ifci&s iaDditememt, and that is what it is
MSAM? to be,,' fiSa&r-e is nothing «r»ng with square dancing
that we canaw>S correct • All that is necessary is for EV
SRYONE connected in the activity to go "back to their
WUE days; tis the dances they laved to do; to the dances
that have lived through the massy, many years. Hot that
Not that at all. Simply
new dances shall HOT te done.
that the magazines stop putting out dances that are impossible
For clubs to invite, every other meeting,
friends to come in and help, them through the dance with
decency, rather than glowering looks and snarls. Bring
it "back to' the HSGR3JA3?IQML activity that it is supposed to be.
Bring it hack to SQUARE dancing rather than
the HYPOTHEN0OS dance it is today.
.
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Compiled, "by Maurice Hennigar & The Recreation Leadership Group, Tatamagouche
Nova Scotia, 1955

Let its roll hack the years and find ourselves a—
mong the peoples of ancient times when dancing 'played
an important part in the daily lives of people-. The
dances .of this period were characterized "by either sol
emn quality or wild, vigorous movements, and were to
attract good spirit s or f: .i^hten the evil ones.

Each season found these primiti%e people with'
different dancing aim.. The purpose of the* spring dance
conquest of the powers of
celebrate. .the
might' "be to
light over darkness f while that of the harvest was
chiefly one of thanksgiving..
The processional in the English dan&e "Greensleeves" signifies the influence of religion on the
dance. Religious services were often introduced with a
processional and ended with : a recessional.' This custom
is still maintained in certain church rituals of today
"but the* dancing which formerly was a part of each service is no longer followed. The procession in "Greensleeves" is representative of the folk -gathering and
p»* needing to the village green to witness the celebra
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tions of special days*

The star figure, so common in folk dances of all
nations, is representative of the marning and evening
dance of primitive people in which they circled to the
right to welcome the sun into the sky, and to the left
in the evening, thus trying to prevent the setting of
the sun. Night to primitive people was an unsafe part
of each day, with the uncertainty that the sun would
ever rise again, Thus, many of the folk dances of contemporary nations are modern vestiges of ancient religious rites., although the special significance of
these sources of origin have in many instances "been
'-OSt.
% "V*^
Sr-

Through religion we may trace "back the history of
such present-day &an?£ figures as- the circle. The circle resembles the open rounds of Greece, and in general, forms part of the significance of early pagan dances' to propitiate serpent gods* Serpents were represen
.ative of fertility* Serpentine figures are common aiong the
nations of today, and you may even find them
.n 'American square dances, such as "Grapevine Twist."
Arches and bridges alsa held a sacrei. and vital
in the lives of our ancestors. By passing under a
"bridge" formed by the other dancers, getting caught
'.nd
ma-king their decisions, they believed that they
'.<uld determine their salvation or destruction. Bridghave always played a significant part in the lives
if people. In order that they might be fully protected
living 'human beings, many times children,, were built
spirits could protect the
:o bridges, so that their
1
Mge "from harm.
v

irt

:

(
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•

As the folk dance "londen Bridge" passed from one
aeration to another, the origiisal names of "Heaven
The
a
Hell" were changed to "Apples and Oranges",
of war ending the dance, was to determine whether
d forces of Heaven or Hell were stronger. Thus to
&a early people, the bridge symbolized the connecting
,:r
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link "between life in the present and in the hereafter.
About the same period, marriage dances were ver£common. An outstanding feature of many such dances was
According to ancient folklore the
the limping step.
limp symbolised the bride's incomplete personality.
The complete development of her personality occurs
only upon her transition into a new existence of marriage. ."-.;;
i:
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Circling movements in dancing stem from the worship of primitive peoples about the sacred tree in
which lived the tree sprite » It also is a remnant of
other pagan rites, including human sacrifice* This circling was most often carried during rites of fertility
during the spring planting season in order that the
worship of t.he gods of fertility would bring about the
successful germination of the seed and a lavish growth
of the crops. Dancing towards and away from the center
is significant of this pagan worship.

Dancing about a pole, which historians believe is
an outgrowth of the dancing about a sacred tree in
spring fertility rites, is common to many countries.
The "Blandlt'r.^ of Southern Bavaria, involves dancing
about a pole to which is attached many colored •'ribbons. These are twisted and braided during the course
of the dance, a feature of the traditional Maypole
dance performed on May Day in many countries.
1

Middle Ages which
It was the Trade Guilds of the
promoted the occupational dances, thus laying the foun
de.tion of many of our* foTk dances of today," such as:The Shoemaker, The Taller, The Weaver, The warmer, The
'Blacksmith, and The "Butcher* These dances were cfreated
f^r their festive days and Guild celebrations and danced to promote 'the various trades .by their owif groups

Perhaps the most prominent theme responsible for
the evolution of a: number of dances is "¥ar n . The men,
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women, and children placed great faith in different
dances, each having a specific aim. For example, the
men in preparing for attacks upon their enemies firmly
"believed that the "beating of drums, the blood-cuedling
yells, and violent "body movements increased their cour
age and strength, enabling them to overcome the enemy.
They even went so far as .to anticipate in movement and
pantomime: what they expected to happen to their foes.-

Modern f<oi:k dances directly related to war are
the "Highlaaad Mim^ ami the "Sword Lances." The Sword
Dances, pe^rfsHnmeS. asm. "the eve *f battle, called for
great agi]Lilt;y said ingemiity on the pert of the performers when ?a slif> or the touching of the crossed swords
around whidh he danced was interpreted as an evil omen
"The Highland Pling was
for- the. nerfc day*s encounter.
first danoei. In celebration of victory and performed
therefore, after a successful "battle.
.

Folk dancing is "becoming more and more popular
and these -few notes may make it even more enjoyable.
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by Ed Moody

am invite! £• some caller's meeting,
character starts a discussion "by asking the mod<rat«r what is the proper was to balance. There are
-t•;
least 5^ proper ways to balance and each one has
lis
correct place in some gOj*i dance, but the yak-yak
;>at
follows is always good for at least three-quarters of an hour of drab discussion that is finally
•i ought t« a head by some
unthinking or unknowing emHhrery time I

T.c-vae
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:
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and seconded "by another of the same ilk,
then voted unanimously, that that group will teach the
"balance, first on the right ( left )foot,, then on the left
(right ),f opt \_ and everybody lives happily til someone
attempts to teach a contra or traditional quadrille
where the proper choreography calls for a fast reverse
The question will never "be
of that unanimous vote.
settled as long as we have new callers coming along
who think: that they can standardize an unstandardizaole term "before they learn dancing themselves. And
why must they always "think there is hut one way to do
the figure anyway?
"bryo caller,

•

^M>k

The nerfc unsettled, and never to. "be settled question, always good for another wasted ^5 to 60 minutes
is: "Ttfhat is tradition?"
Surely any definition in any
dictionary published over five years ago is incorrect.
You can generally count on some * Answer it yourself
addict, asking the question, and then spending 15 to
20 minutes of good dancing time in replying to himself
"before the others can get into the
melee and waste another half hour attempting to settle the unsettleahle.
In this accelerated living of ours , more is accomplish
ed in 20 minutes than was accomplished in 20 years tw«
hundred years ago, or in 200 yearH, two thousand years
ago. The time necessary for things to "become tradition
al has also accelerated.
T

In order to thoroughly kill off all these "beneficial Caller's
organizations, from which the "better

24
callers are already- staying away in, large numbers T?ecause.of the boring dis cross ions using time that should
~be used to improve the quality of callers and teachers
techniques, let's set up a third question to which
there is no answer, but plenty of meat for more tiresome harangue.
"What is .folk dancing?"- Here's my answer for the boys to toss around. What's folk? Dicti«n
^ry— Folk are nations, families, groups of people,
young or old, So J'olk dancing is English dancing, Ital
dancing, Esquimo dancing, Afri.an dancing, Egyptian
can dancing, Early American quadrilles, Itfew England
ontra. dances 3 pure western
quadrille dancing and the
i.odern American folk
dancing - the jitterbug and the
ock and Roll*
Iiet t s show some of this pure American
oik dancing at our festivala cutting down some of the
Mme consumed in those seemingly endless demonstration
ets, showing us how the Welsh or the C-reeks or the
ulus did it 200 years ago* A little Danish, a little
cottish, a little 17ew England, a little Hock and R«ll
ight make a very interesting program and certainly a
'.ore representative one. Chew on that for a while.
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Directions for nAtlantic Hornpipe

11

Couples 1,3 ,5, etc. active
Cross over before dance starts
Calls are for active couples

*

Follow your lady down the outside "below one gent
Then cross the set to the other side
And follow your lady down the outside "below one lady
Up the center just one place to a
Right hand star with the couple above (l&2)(3&^)etc
Left hand star hack to place
Circle four with the couple "below
The other way hack to place
And the same two ladies chain
Repeat dance as often as desired

•

The Atlantic Hornpipe, an, old tune - mostly -and a
new dance, \iEls created "by Miss Louise Winston of Jamai
ca Plain, Mass. who sjays the inspiration for the first
figure, came fr^oias.the Scottish dance n G- rant's Rant".
"ft

*

"
•

l-

J.-

The above version is for experienced contra dancers the one below Louise says is much easier:
Couples

^^1%.

etc active. Do NOT cross over

Active- couples promenade as a couple -active gentle —
men picks up his lady as she ..steps across the- set to
him - Down the outside below one couple
Promenade across the set to the other side
Promenade down the outside below one couple
":And up the. center just one place
To a right hand star with the couple above

Left hand star b&ck to place
^Circle six .<hands 'around and back
Right^and left with the couple Ttelow
Sifcher version is

a good dance.

j

,.
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SQUARE DAhlCE
S ugae^ied mu5ic
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Old-Time Square from Conn*
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&.C
right
four
with
Head, couples forward & "back- & circle
hand couple
Repeat with left hand couple
Hoods'- right & left four with: right hand couples
Repeat with left hand couple's
Heads sashay- four with right hand couple (Social dance
Repeat for left' hand couples position; slide past
other couples 8 slide
women "back to "back)
"back
steps, men "back to "back; Slide

28
Ladies chain, w^th the right hand qjouple
Repeat; with the left hand couple
Half promenade with the right hand couple
Half r right- and left with the same, to place
Repeat with the left hand coiiple
All join hands, forward and "back
All swing partners and -promenade
-

"..

*

% Tl$is* figure is*

from Ralph Sweet, Windsor Locks, Conn,
who in turn obtained it from the former Harold Gates
Since it is a real old timer we
of Cromwell, Conn.
have set it to the g^ven music which is part of a quadrille "Nighty of Gladness"*, the ^f irst figure, in fact,

Writing about the dance Ralph Sweet says: "In giving
the directions, Harold Gates used to say The other
way instead of with the left hand cmiple - this was
O.K. if they knew the dance,
He also referred to the
'Sashay Four" as 'Balances
pronounced 'Balansay . I
have heard other callers call it T Sashay Pour' so I adopted it as less confusing.
This figure is derived
from /Promenade Four", and. is called "Salance" or "Bal
ance Pour'U in many old call^'books*
!
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The music "Sights of G-ladnass" is in traditional oldtime quadrille style; the stymie mfe&e famous by a- great
many music pablishingv >afuses sucli as .Elias' Howe , J. P.
sPeppgr Oliver L)itsV a P.P/Root, Carl Fisher, etc. We
found it in volume 3 of "Collection of Irish Airs, Mar
ches & Dance Tunes" compiled in Ireland by P. Roche. A
copy of which was recently sent us from England "by Dr.
Hugh* T&u5?ston, of Bristol, Snglana.
,
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Par "be it fr"6m us to try to inaugurate a "trend" in
anything*, .least of all dance, music, but.it would sure
be wonderful to once more hear some tunes more in keep
ing with square dancing than some we've' ;heard recently.
Perhaps*, after we* v-e>. gotten ri-d $f\a lot ef the hankypanky afflicting modern square -daneingj -we- shall see a
return to more tuneful and less -raucous type of -music.
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The Dance
Part 1 — In couples, with lady on right of her partner,
hands joined in a "big circle, all facing center.
starts on left foot, and lady on right
all "balance forward, then back with one waltz
step in each direction.
Then ladies let go of left
hands and more .one pls.ce 'to the right ~oy passing in
front of their right hand man with 'a clockwise turn
while talking two waltz steps (R,L,S - L,R,L).
3-ents
assist "by swinging lady into the turn with a, gentle
pull of her right hand-. All immediately Join hands in
circle and repeat three more times, ladies moving one
place to the right each time.
G-ent

foot., as

Part 2 - lace new partner, and.^take two—hand hold gents ,ar& itsw facing the 'fourth lady who passes in
front of him in Part 1. Move sidewards to center with
a vja.lt z balance step (or a conservative step-swing),
then move away from the cent or with the same step.
Drop hands and move towards the center with one solo
turn (gents turn counter-clockwise and ls.dies turn
clockwise) using one wa.lt z stop in half-time — one
waltz step in ti^o measures of mus~ic<. Ho join hands and
repeat in opposite direction —
:cce cut s then "balance in, 'solo turn away from cento ••„
"'

r

W

1

-

Part 3 - With two hand hold., take two slides toward
center, then two slides away from center (each slide
is actually a step-together, requiring three "beats 5
How take partner in "ballroom position and waltz around
the circle with four waltz steps. Finish with lady on
right of gent, rejoin hands in circle and repeat
the
dance as often as desired, obtaining a new partner every time.
**.
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The 0SL3 VALTZ is a

delightful mixer, introduced

by Michael & Mary Ann Herman at the Maine and Ucw Hampshire Da.nce Camps several years ago.
so simple* and th<=> mus-i..*? so beautiful

The .figures are
that this dance

31
is rapidly "becoming a great favorite among folk dance
At Polk Dance House in lew York,
groups everywhere.
the Hermans have made it a regular custom to dance the
Oslo Waltz as the final dance of t he evening, thus providing each dancer the opportunity to say "goodnight"
to the many partners they meet in the dance. This custom was carried over to their recent Japanese tour
hit
where the Oslo Tfeltz proved to he a tremendous
with the Japanese people. If you happen to dance this
dance in the same circle as the Hermans ? Ralph Page,
or any of the other leaders of the Japanese tour, «ad
observe a tear in their eyes, you'll know that they
are remembering the many "thank yous" expressed to
them as the Japanese dancers passed them in this dance
and took this "brief opportunity to tell them how much
they were enjoying themselves. In a like manner, you
should try this dance as a final number and tell the
dancers to say a little something to each person they
meet - this is. a wonderful way to "bring an evening to
a happy ending*

A wonderful recording of the OSLO HALTZ

is avail-

able on Folk Dancer, number MH 3016, The other side of
this record is the very useable Doudlebska Polka, reviewed in the last issue of Northern Junket. An earlier recording of this dance is also available on an imported Scottish record on 33 l/3"« However, this record
is quite expensive and, in our opinion, not as desirable as the Folk Dancer one.
(T.S.)

TED SAN3ELIA, 15 Parsons St. Brighton, Mass., has a
full li£e of FOLK DANGER LABEL RECORDINGS The BEST
in folk and square dance records. No mail orders .
.
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-FOLK SONG"
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COME BY HERE (Kwi Ba.Tah)

^J\*d

'

"
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"'"'

African (Angola)

**=
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-o~

Rum ha yah, my "Lord, 'Kum "ba yah
Rum ba yah, mt Lord, Rum "ba yah
Rum "ba yah, my Lord, Rum "ba yah!
"Oh, Lord, Rum ha' yah
(pronounced - Eoom-bah-yah I
I

)

2^« Someone^ ..crying, Lord, Sum "ba.yah!
"» Some one s
singing, Lbrd, Rum ha yah!
"4 - So:riec)ne' s praying, Lord, Rum ha yahi
!

3

s

Yum ta ^ah, 'my -Lord-', .Eum "ba yah I
Rum "ba yah, my Lord, Kum ha yah I
Rom ha yah," my Lord, Kiaa "ia yahi
Oh, Lord, Kum ha yahi

.

¥e learned this little song at- the Florida Fellowship
Folk" Dance Cajnp 1956 from Marie Armstrong* It's
easy
simple melody^stayed with us far weeks afterward. Try
it at^yo-ur'hext song session, ^jf'^y
""
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}A Magazine for the Square and Folk Dancer. $1.50 per
year. Hay Olson, Editor. 3302 15th St "A" Moline.Illj
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G-reatly enlarged and revised edition. Contains calls
for 43 dances and 63 tunes, mostly in forms not generally known. $1.00 postpaid from:
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Published "by Lloyd & Eudora Frazee
Sews About Square Dancing In Northeastern Iowa, &
Published In The Interests Of Square Dancing
EVERYWHERE
- $1,50
Subscription, One Year - 10 issues .
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From Lloyd Frazee, Bassett, Iowa
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REPORT fROh\
THE CAPS'
"by

DICE ANDERSON

Jay Schofield will "be the caller for the Scargo Sq-uares at their;'^
first dance of the sea.son in the ~^
newly renovated Carlton Hall* at.
Dennis, Dec. 4th. This will "be a test
run for the hall- and the club, _
;;

;

:

,".."""

•""'

Plans are "being made by the Brewster FT A to intro
duce and sponsor a Youth Night Program at Brewster for
the young people of that town, starting shortly after
the first of the year.-

Jay Schofield also reports much interest in the
Orleans -lasthaia area for a square dance program for
the young folks-, especially after many discouraging
episodes*, with some of the record hops in that area.
;

We wish to ^compliment. £)t.is. Baker and the Palmouth
Square $ance Club for making the front page' of" the" local paper recently with the announcement of the opening of their square dance season. They dance every 2nd
& 4th Saturdays at Palmouth Community Building.

New Year s Eve will find Dick Anderson calling
for the Bon Air Country Dancers .at .Bon Air, Ya. where
plans are underway for another gala evening of fun and
square dancing. Polks in that area should plan to attend and share in the fui and fellowship of- the New
Year. All square dancers are welcome*
f,

:
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Since it has "became quite a task to get information on the activities of the Chowder Club, I can onlysay that I am aware of the fact that they are still
dancing every Tuesday night at the West Dennis Community Building. All of which leads up to the point that
willing to publish any news and. information on
I am
square dancers, clubs, dances, classes or other activity. There is no charge involved, however, it is neces
sary that details reach me "before the first of each
month.
A letter from G-inny & Manny Corwin, former owners
of the Bride China Shop in Hyannis, and also ardent
folk and square dancers informs me that they are find
ing much fun in the Coral Gables area, and are dancing
to the best callers in the country. They wish ta be re
membered to their many Cape Cod friends and miss much
of their good times here, but just can't tolerate tomp
eratures under 70 degrees,
,

Dick Anderson found a warm welcome and good dancing the accepted thing when he visited and called for
the Montpelier Contra Club, Nov. 8, at Barre, Vermont.
The lack of a local caller in this area surely does
not discourage nor degrade the level of dancing, and
maybe because of this fact, Dick was so impressed with
the genuine good fellowship of the group.
On the return trip Dick called for members of the
Hampden Square Dance Club and their guests at East
Xongmeadow, Mass. This was a return engagement and one
of great pleasure in providing an opportunity to renew
old friendships and make many new ones.

Don Heath calls for a Hew Year's Eve square dance
at Community Hall, West Dennis,
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GASPArJLLA
FESTIVAL

Si

Each year in February the cohorts of the famed pirate,
Jose Gaspar, re-enact the taking of the City of Tampa.
With cutlass, pistol -and cannon this colorful crew
swarms ashore, demands the surrender of the city and
then leads a gala parade through the streets which is
witnessed "by thousands of spectators who have gathered
from all over the country for this event.
Florida Gulf Coast Callers and
sea.son, the
Teachers Ass*n. is co-operating with the city of Tampa's Recreation Department t o sponsor a pre-Gasparilla
Square Dance IPestival* It will be held in the city aud
itorium on January 18th and lQth. The Friday night pro
gram is geared so as to enahle children and beginners
to participate.
The more experienced dancers join in
the fun and many new friends ars cade for square danc-

Again this

.

ing.

Visiting dancers and c-.llers are invited', to attend and
seating sections are reserved for spectators.
Work-shops and clinics for "both square and round dancing a.re held Saturday morning and afternoon. The "big
dance Saturday night is programmed for adults of all
dancing '"levels and the area callers are given a chance
to run the gaJmut of their calling repertoirs.
Isa/bel Aimucrman,

Publicity
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By J« Howard Schultz

"Whenever we travel and the train stops,
for a couple of hours, we get off and ask: *vftf
"where's a_ square dance?" Well, it stopped \0%\
in Montreal one time a few years ago and we
spent a ten day Christmas vacation and what we found in
the way of a Canadian city square dance may "be old hat
to you, "but it was a new kind of fun for us,

don ! t mean the square dance with a night
I
club caller in a straw hat on the Mount Royal roof;
I
don T t mean the hall where a French— Canadian called elI don*fe
ementary squares for 'teen agers in English.
mean a crowd of dubs in. the Set Canadien - a big square
around the room for a lot of peoplfe with time tor waste.
This was the so-called Set Americain as the crowd we
found have been dancing it, nightly, for the past thir
The crowd was aty years - them and their old folks.
bout what you would find at a Hew England dance - say
a couple of hundred clesi* homespun* friendly people,
mostly *pore-folks f like us.
"

'

Like I say, they dance in the hall every night
from eight until two, one square and three or four
round dances, including whatever couple dances are pop
ular^ Since two bands alternate, saxes yielding t«
fiddles for the squares without intermission, square
dancers "get all the workout they can take. Most dancers get
there twice a week, same faces all the time
with that turnover. Friendliest people we've ever run.

1
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When they found, we were strangers who didnt
into,
even speak good French, the only trouble we had was
seeing to it that they didn t do too much for us.
r

¥e were taken "back when we saw five cops ±n the
hall, "but not for long. Their only function seemed to
he to serve as floor directors. Came time for a sque.re
they started calling in very small shouts for sets on
the floor - only it sounded more like "Set aw flowj"
That was ah out all the English we heard. They were
careful to see that every set contained' one caller,
which was easy to do, since most sets contained at
least four callers who rotated the honor from dance to
dance* The fiddles furnished music for the whole hall;
each caller, dancing, set the figure for his square.
contra.
Once the dance started,
It might even he a
hut
the music, the shuffling
nothing could he heard
and
harking
of callers all
over the
the
soft
feet,
a
They
expressed
setting
different
figure.
each
floor,
some dislike for the regimentation of a single caller
for the hall. They saw to it that we danced in the set
with their "best caller, one, Armande LaRocque, whose
fluid patter was endless - "Prom'nez vous, chez vous
chez vous, prom'nez vous done!" — and who picked his
set out of the hopeful aspirants with haronial condescension.-.

*
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hand started with
"I finally- caught on that the
some tune like 'Big John, McNeil" playe# for three
times as long as one of our squares takes, and then,
after a medley of. a dozen tunes, came hack to whaterer
they started with.' That was the caller 1 s signal to go
* vv o hi°
Wxcn '*" CS.32C "'
cio*5"iis* IAu-tj.*3
v\ a 'tal? T
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on the American figures

I know, but
had to fall "back
though everybody -was polite,. I could see that the only
excited them was my (slowed down) Tersion of
one that
"Golden Slippers," — new to them. They like 16 measure
swings with lots of partner-changing.
They swing in
very close position, squarely face to face, or more ex
actly, forehead to forehead.
The tempo is about our
contra speed, but everything is unhurried* If a couple
swings too long, the caller waits politely to start
the promenade. On a right-and-left-four, they weave in
and out with a smooth tango style, leading with the
On a grand right and left, each gentleman
shoulder.
hands his lady politely by. If somebody misunderstands
and goes wrong, the caller is close enough to set him
right with a smile and a gesture.>^-*~-.

Every dance starts with four steps &$
circle eight, and back; allemande,^
grand right and left. From there on
() "^ i^~ h
you have to be on your toes. The alv IT'a'
lemande is followed by an allemande C*tv?i 'V-^-C^'vX
right, 8.11emande left, then grand
\>M \ -• "] ^
right and left halfway roundf. jneet
p?.
your own with the right hand round,
\}^hi^corner by the left, right hand to part- -V^^V^VH JH'
'*> Cc"^
ner, and proceed to place with the grand
right and left. That much is statutory. One popular
figure is split the ring, divide at the head and
circle three with the sides in a row - the two
circles crossing and recrossing while circling - promenade four direction. Then the head gent and head lady
(trailing) pass te the left and circle three, again in
a row., crossing and recrossing. Then the heads circle
four with the right-hand couples t in a row. Right and
left four, half ladies chain and swing. Promenade the
gal you swung. Borne, and ladies chain back. Swing part
ners Second couple down the center and cast off four.
This time the figure changes, but I could go on and on
like this until you run out of patience.
left,
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"Dip and Dive" is done by couples 1, 2, and 3;
then 1, 3, and 4; then 1*. 4, and 2. IJcoTxlalnAVfini
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that do si dc is

done at all, or known, no matter how
pronounced it #
The price? Two bits except Friday —
50^ and Saturday, 75$,
I
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FOLK DANCE
INFORMATION
PUBLISHED BY THE
POLK DANCE fsd:??ation
OP MINNESOTA

The Magazine
of American
Folk Dancing

* New Calls * Old Galls
Record Reviews * Book Reviews * National News *
Dances * Complete Information for caller & dancer

NEWS OF MINNESOTA AND
SURROUNDING- TERRITORY

$2,00 per year

211? -A Meadow Iane, Arden, Box A006 University Sta.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Wilmington 3»; Delaware.
4

CANTABRIDGIAN B00ESH0P
18 Palmer St.

Cambridge, Mass.
BOOKS OP ALL KINDS
/Cnr specialty: "books for thel
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holjday dates

Ai^Sfe
^C\

FOLK DANE. HOUSE

V
JAMJAR Y 1 - OPEN HOUSE. A special "START. THE
NEW YEAR BRIGHT" PARTY. Come and get ac- (?~\/V
qnainted with; everyone, in. a pot-luck
*£v \Jj
^;c-;
sort of party. 8 p.m. No charge to those
holding registration cards.
0\
v<,

:

:

.:

\\

JANUARY 2 - WE OFFICIALLY BEGIN THE SEW SCHEDULE
with a 6:15 class for "beginners and at 8:15
a class for fee intermediate dancer.

;'\

?

]

l>

JANUARY 3 - FIRST SESSION OE NEW WORKSHOP
classes for which advance registration must "be made; no single admissions; yon may register in advance or
on this first day.

ty^2?V

JAMJAR Y 4 - Beginners at 6:15
Advanced at 8:15
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SPECIAL PARTIES

JANUARY 28 - MEXICAN" PARTY. Advance reservation. Yon don t need to know Mexican
dances to come - it will he Mexican in
theme - something different.
r

JANUARY 20 - FAMILY

MY. Advance

reservations.

FEBRUARY 17 - FAMILY LAY - Advance reservat ions.

APRIL 26 - SPRING- FESTIVAL

/%^0>s

yM,

^~^^>
^i^7^n^\
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SPECIAL WORKSHOP & PARTY

$fo

RALPH PAGE WORKSHOP AND PARTY
Sunday, Eehruary 3rd. A workshop in the
j
afternoon at 2 p»m« followed "by a jJew Upg-Y ^*
/'•$)
Land supper at 5i and this followed by
<&iT"
an OLD EASHIOiTED OLD TIME MEW MGIA1D
DANCING PARTY. So dig out those old cos-;;.
tumes now. Advance reservation for the %)'~*-'S
day $3,50 including supper.
^-/C^'l.
.._

SCOTTISH WORKSHOP & PARTY
Saturday & Sunday, March' 2nd & '3rd."
Jeannie Carmichael of the Boston Scottish Country Dance Society. Advance
reservation.

^V

:
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)
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SIGN UP NOW ECR OTJR JANUARY, THURSDAY
f
NIGHT WORKSHOP SESSION. Attendance is
limited - a new kind of folk dance class

>
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WANTED
COPIES 3E OLD RECIPE 300KS , THE PRIVATELY PRINTED
ONES, GATHERED TOGETHER 3Y LADIES' AID GROUPS, RE
BSCEAHS , GRANGES CHURCHES ETC also EOLK TALES
EROM ilLL SECTIONS OE THE UNITED STATES PUBLISHED
BY THE SAME OR SIMILAR GROUPS

Ralph Page, 182 Pearl
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The night is grand, the music s' fine
If you can t get a gal, get a Harvard man
_:..
Al Smith
The night s just right for the imtterfly whirl
If you can t get a..man, ..get a Sargent gal
Ernie Anders on
1
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HOLIDAY DATE DESSERT
1-| cups flour
cut fine
1 cup dates
1 cup boiling water
3 tbs butter

1 egg
1 tsp soda
1 cup sugar

J tsp salt

\ cup chopped walnuts

,

ltsp "baking powder

1 tsp vanilla

Add soda and boiling water to cut up dates and allow
to stand while mixing rest as follows: Cream butter &
sugar; add egg and mix well; add dnfe tr&s&wpe.? then
flour sifted with sale and baking powder. Add the nufe
meats that have been floured. Bake in a shallow, well
greased pan for k$ minutes at 350 degrees. Serve hot
or cold with whipped cream.

CREAM CHEESE TURNOVERS
2

lb package cream cheese
2 cups flour

•J-

lb. butter

Beat ingredients together; roll and put into refriger
tor for 4 hours; take out, cut and put jam in centers
and bake 10 minutes in 400 degree oven.

Y1RM0M POTATO STUmEC
1

EOR G-OQSE OR DUCKLIMC

cup "bacon or salt pork drippings 2 eggs, Deal; en
1 tbs poult ry seasoning
1 cup chopped onion
1 tbs salt
jg cup chopped, celery

J

10 medium potatoes, cooked and riced
4 slices bree,d, crumbled % tsp pepper
1-g- tsp man OS odium glutamate
Melt fat in frying pan; add onions and celery; cock
until soft "but not brown*. Combine remaining ingred ients; add contents of frying pan; mix well. Makes enough stuffing for one 10 to 12 pound goose or two
5 t© 6 pound ducklings e
•

&1AZW, TART CRAE3SRRY SAUCE
4 cups of cranberries mixed thoroughly with 2 cups of
sugar o Place in a covered "baking dish - leave plenty
of room for them to expand - bake in a 350 degree
oven for 3'0'to 40 minutes, stirring two or three times
so sugar will dissolve and not settle en the bottom.
This makes a delicious, slightly tart sauce, with a
slightly glased appearance „ If you like it sweeter use a little more sugar.

CRANBERRY ERUIT BREAD

\ tsp ssda

2 cups sifted flour
1 cup sugar

tsp baking powder
( doubl exacting
2 tbsp melted shortening
-|cup chopped nuts
2.2

•

1 tsp salt
Juice & grated rind of 1
orange
1 egg well beaten
2 cups fresh cranberries
cut in halves

Sift together flour, sugar, baking powder, soda and
salt. Combine orange juice, grated rind, melted shcrt
enring.. and. enough water to make 3/4 cup iuices
then

stir in "beaten egg. Pour this mixture into the dry ingredients, mixing just enough to dampen. Fold in halved cranberries and nuts. Spoon into greased loaf pan 9 inches "by 5 inches "by 3 inches • spreading it evenly
making corners and sides slightly higher than center*
Bake in moderate over (350) 50 to &0 minutes. Remove
from pan. Cool, Store overnight for easy slicing.

-

M0L4SSSS
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TAFPY

Swo cups molasses, 2 tsp vinegar, 1^- tbs shortening,
l/8 tsp salt, ^ tsp soda, 7 drops oil of peppermint.
Cook molasses and vinegar slowly, stirring constantly
until sirup is brittle when tested in cold water. Re
move from fire, add butter, salt and soda. Stir until
mixture stops foaming. Pour in a greased pan. #hen it
is cool enough to pull, pour peppermint in center «f
candy and dra the corner toward the center. Pull until light- and firm. Roll in a thin rope, cut in small
pieces and vjrap in waxed paper.
T

-;

PEPPERMINT DROPS
3oil 1 pound of sugar and a half pint of water for 5
minutes* Mien the mixture has begun to boil, add 3 or
4 drops of oil of peppermint or a teaspoon of essence
of peppermint. Take from fire and stir rapidly until
it begins to look white, then dr«p from a spoon onto
buttered tin or oiled paper. The drops are ready for
eating as soon as they are hard.

SWEDISH COOKIES
6 egg yolks

i tsp salt

A
3A

cup shortening
cup sugar
3 tbs cream
tsp
extract
lemon
\

2 cups sifted flour

3

Separate yolks from white, drop yolks from sauGer one
at a time into hot, salted water. Simmer until hard

cooked. Sift together flour and salt. Gream shorten ing; add sugar gradually, egg yolks which have "been
put through a wire sieve and. lemon extract. Blend the
cream and sifted dry ingredients alternately into the
creamed mixture, "beating well after each addition.
Roll dough into l/8 thickness and cut into desired
cooky shapes. Place on greased cooky sheet. Decorate
with colored sugar, ca'hdied fruit, msis or cocorj&t. 1£
desired, this dough may be used in a cooky press. The
cookies may "be shaped into kno.ts by -gently' rolling a
rounded teaspoon, of dough on a lightly floured canvas
board until about 6 n in length and tying in a loose
knot. Bake in moderate over (375) "until edges become
delicately browned - 6 "to 8 minutes for rolled or pres
sod eookies, 10 to 12 minutes for knots. Makes 5i dozu

..

PORE SAUSAGE DR3SSIM3-

k^ quarts fluffy bread crumbs -' £§ lbs pork sausage,
well browned - sausage drippings - 2\ cups chopped eel
ery — 3 tbsp chopped' onion - 3, tsp salt - j/k tsp pep
cup hot water.
per — J. tbsp chopped parsley -§-

r

To bread crumbs add sr. usage and drippings, celery, onions and salt. Also add pepper, parsley and hot water.
Makes enough for a 10 pound turkey, plus an extra b«wl
for the hungry ones.

DIVINITY MJDGE
2 cups sugar, J- cup water, -§ cup corn sirup. Boil until it will spin a thread that is brittle - about 15
minutes... Beat in stiffly beaten whites of 2 eggs. Add
1 pound of walnuts, or 3
cup will do (cut up), just
before it is ready t» turn into pan.
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BORN: November 20, a daughter, Jean Elizabeth, to. Mr
ani Mrs Stuart Hamilton ******************************
BORN: November 25, a daughter, Becky Jean, to Mr' and
Mrs Bob McQuillen ************************************
BORN: December 7» a son, Donald Theodore, to Mr & Mrs
Theodore Sannella ************************************
BORN: December 7» & son, Scott Dennis, to Mr and .Mrs
Dennis Johnson ***************************************
BORN: December 10, a daughter to Mr & Mrs $in Schenck
'

necessary to increase the rates for Scot;
Gountry Dance Classes. As of November 15, 1956y
the charge will be $7,00 for a ticket good for ten 'admissions, $0.85 for single admissions for members, and
$1.00 for a single admission to non-members *******,***
The Gountry Dance Society, Boston Branch aru- -planning
two special parties: December 15, Christmas Party tt
be held in Old South Church; December 27, Pre -New .Year
Eve Party, at the Union Boat Club ********************
Bob Brundage, well known Connecticut caller does
the
Square
honors January 5th, for the Seacoast Region
Dance Association, in Dover, N.H. City Auditorium ****
The Fitchburg, Mass. Quadrille Club informs us that
their January dates are the 12th, which will be a
club dance., with Hayden Swett as caller, and the 26th
when Howie Davison is guest caller *******************
January schedule for the Worcester Quadrille Glub is
as follows: 7th, with Dick Doyle; 21st with Charlie
Lincoln **********************************************
You always have a good time dancing to Joe Perkin , s
calling; here s where you will find him in January:'
It has become
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Year l s Evem 1st Unitarian Ghurch, Salem; *rth,
tJost.
.'£ndsTer Congregational Church; l?th, Heading
\
VEaton School^ .19th Marblehead, Abbot Hall and the
25th,- again in Salem 1st Unitarian. Church. Incident ly
Joe has a. new address ? its RED # 1, 3oxford, Mass. He
says it ^s) the same place he { s always lived in, "but
they, now iiaxe a mail carrier working out of 3oxf®rd *
The nationally famous Deques ne UniTersity Ta-mburitsan
of Pittsburgh, Penn, make their ATew Jersey debut under
the sponsorship of the East Adriatic Club, Inc. Sunday
January 2?th, 19S? 3 8:90. p a m. in" the Park' Theatre, on
°-2nd St, Union Gitv M.J. ****************************
Sorry to learn about Maude Ashman's accident'; while at
her -home in- Walpole, Mass 4 fall, resulting in a "broken leg will keep her sidelined for some time ********
Maurice- Hennegar, Dept . of Education, Physical Fitness
Branch, of Halifax, Sfiatfa Scqtia sends word that his de
partmentis planning -is 2 day "Year End Camp" at Annapolis Royal, December 28-29 ? especially geared to appeal to thos people unfortunate enough not ts attend
the summer session at Tatamagouche.
However this is
not the only reasom you should attend if you like to
square- dance, of if you want
some new dance ideas s or
"because you would- like, experience in calling squares
and contras or—— —just "be caus e J ********************
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